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If you do not pass the barrier of the ancestors and have not come to the very end of the 
mind road, then you are a ghost clinging to grasses and bushes.  What is the barrier of 
the ancestral teachers?  It is just this one character Mu, the one barrier of our faith.  We 
call it the gateless barrier of the Zen tradition.

 I think that the part we read today is not at all difficult.  However, perhaps 

because they have never heard anything quite like this before, the thing that Mumon 

Osho says to us, for beginning students, it might be totally incomprehensible.  

To not pass through the barrier of the patriarchs, means to not have had the 

experience of myogyo, this experience of exquisite enlightenment. He goes on and says,” 

if you have not come to the very end of the mind road.”  What is this referring to?  In 

fact, this exquisite enlightenment that he spoke of, is nothing other than the activity of 

heart.  So, what he in fact is saying is that if you haven’t thoroughly, completely 

investigated and seen to the very bottom of your own heart’s activity. 

 And I have been telling you that in Tathagata Zen we understand the heart to be 

something that appears having, as its content, two activities, which are opposite from 

each other, the tatha-gata, thus going and tatha-agata, thus coming activities.  Many, 

many times I have told you that the hear t is formed by the two opposing activities of plus

and minus. The heart has two opposing forces of plus and minus, as its content, and 

further it is said that, without fail, there are times when, when those two become one.  

Tathagata Zen says, everybody has a heart.  Everybody has a heart that acts.  And 

everybody is doing the activity of manifesting the unification of the two forces of that 

heart.  No matter what religion it is, or no matter what kind of Buddhism it is, that 

teaching must think of saying that the heart activity is comprised of two opposing 
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activities.  Because, no religion, no shygyo, can be made without acknowledging the 

activity of heart. 

Speaking in this way, it follows that that every shygyo kind of Buddhism is the 

same as every other. When that two, tatha-gata and tatha-agata perfectly unify, then in 

Buddhism that is called the manifestation of one true nature, the one that has no second.  

One true nature is one Buddha nature.  That is the only manifestation that can be called 

the one and only, the one that has no two, nothing outside of it.  That is the very 

definition of the great cosmos.  

One true nature is a state that has no need to seek anything, no need to avoid 

anything.   As I have been telling you, according to Buddhism, this state of perfection is 

personified in Buddhism and called the manifestation of true love.  

The existent beings that live in the one and only great cosmos, that is say all 

sentient beings, as is often said in Buddhism, all manifest true love, therefore all manifest

one true nature, one essential buddha nature.  

The very start of Tathagata Zen practice is to experience one true nature, one 

buddha nature.    This is very important, especially if you are teaching Zen, that you teach

that the very start of practice is to experience one true nature.  That is called in 

Buddhism, one Buddha nature, and also might be called using other religious terms, God 

nature.  Of course there are differences in how deeply or how shallowly you experience 

that, but you have to understand the importance of having some experi

ence of that, from the start.  You may practice for ten or twenty years, but in 

Tathagata Zen it is said that you cannot say that you are truly a practicing person, it 

doesn’t matter how long you have practiced, if you haven’t had this experience of one 

buddha nature, one time.  

I know that I am talking about the past, but when I think about how we practiced in 

Japan, a long time ago when I was coming up, we all gritted our teeth, and with tears 

streaming down our faces, that is how we went to sanzen.  

One buddha nature, one true nature is only manifest finally when the "I am" self is gone.  

Further, we are warned the "I am" self only vanishes when true love is manifest.  Any 

love which is manifest without the "I am" disappearing is called imperfect love.  

Imperfect love is happy; it is the happy thing, a fine thing.  Imperfect love, there is 
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nothing wrong with it, but it is not the disappearance of the "I am".  It is not the state in 

which the consciousness that seeks, and the consciousness which is sought has 

disappeared.  Tathagata Zen teaches that when the consciousness that is seeking and the 

consciousness which is sought finally vanish, that is when the "I am" self has dissolved.  

When the "I am" dissolves, then there is no need to say 

anything, it is not possible to say anything.  

Within the prajna wisdom literature, as translated by Daisetsu. Suzuki, it says, “You 

should cherish the thought, dwelling on nothing, what so ever.”  This is what he is talking

about, that condition that is one buddha nature.  One buddha nature when the "I am" self 

is gone, that is when it is manifest.  When there is an "I am", that means that subject and 

object are in a state of having appeared, and also a distance has appeared in between 

them.  When subject and object and the distance all three have vanished, that is the 

manifestation of one buddha nature.

 This teaching of Tathagata Zen is a teaching that requires us to shed bloody tears.  

Further, Buddhism teaches one buddha nature to be the manifestation of samadhi.  The 

manifestation of true love, as I have been telling you, is the manifestation of the state in 

which the "I am” is dissolved, and further, it is taught in Buddhism, that this 

manifestation of is the also the manifestation of true love, of one buddha nature 

Taking this special practice up called zazen, when you manifest in zazen,, that means you

have manifested one buddha nature, true love.  Hearing this, you should realize how 

difficult Zen practice is.   It is you manifesting true love. It is you manifesting one 

buddha nature.  If you really grasp this, you will also see how difficult this is.  That 

condition is the condition, which needs no thinking.  That condition is manifest when the 

"I am" self is gone, so there is no thinking in it.  It doesn’t need thought. 

Who is it then, we must ask, who calls this condition of no thinking, various things, such 

as one buddha nature, one true nature, true love, samadhi?  One buddha nature bursts 

open and the "I am" appears.  That "I am" is the thing that blah, blah, blah, jabber, jabber,

on and on, endlessly.  

According to the teaching of Buddhism, it is inevitable that samadhi, that one buddha 

nature burst open and the "I am” appears.  That condition of the "I am" appeared is the 

world divided into past, present and future, and it is the present that is the distance 
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between past and future, which is the "I am."  Therefore, it is said that, when the "I am" 

manifests, simultaneously, mother and father also manifest. 

Buddhism teaches that the "I am" is the present, it is of course the distance, and it is 

father who takes up the role of being past.  It is father who is the activity that forms the 

world that we call the past.  It is mother who is the activity who forms the world that we 

call the future.   

The activity of heart is made of both tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  It is the very nature of 

that activity to have times when those two totally unify with each other. However, it also 

the nature of that activity to have times when those two divide, when that oneness itself, 

divides itself into two and the three worlds of past, present and future appear.  Tathagata 

Zen is a teaching that is so straightforward and simple that anyone could be able to 

understand it.   

 I am a Tathagata Zen monk, that means I am someone who has come up having learned, 

at least a little bit, about Tathagata Zen.  So, I have no choice, I must teach Tathagata 

Zen.  On July 21st coming up, it will be a full forty years I have been living in America.  

During these forty years, together with all of you, I have been learning Tathagata Zen. 

There isn’t anyone who has stayed with me every single year of those forty years, but 

there are people who have been learning, studying Tathagata Zen for thirty years, twenty 

years, and ten years, together with me.  But, even though there are people who have been 

studying for ten or twenty or more years, I think that it is fair to say that there is not even 

one who has thoroughly manifested the wisdom that knows this state of one buddha 

nature, true love, samadhi.  Why, is that?  The reason why no understanding comes is 

because although I have said, for example, that someone has been doing zazen for ten 

years, the kind of zazen that is being done, really adds up to about a week of real zazen. 

 I cannot live forever.  I already have lived for a long time.  Reluctantly, I have to die at 

some time.  I am asking you, pleading with you, to some how before I die, someone 

manifest a self that thoroughly knows that the manifestation of one true nature, one 

buddha nature that is the manifestation of true love.  

To truly, thoroughly, to the very bottom, know the manifestation of one buddha nature, of

course requires  [tape change] …to find out how that one buddha nature burst open and 

manifests the world of past, present and future. 
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Buddhism teaches that the self that knows one buddha nature, the self that knows, is none

other than the distance that is manifest when one buddha nature bursts open.  Of course, 

distance.  This word Zen, Tathagata Zen refers to the manifestation of both and one 

buddha nature, the distance.  It bundles up both of those manifestations and is referring to

them both.  

Everybody manifests one buddha nature, one true nature.  But when that condition first 

opens and an "I am" self is manifest, the "I am" selves that are manifest don’t know, are 

not aware, that there are two essential activities, workings tha "I am" self does. If a self 

did know that, then that kind of self would also realize that the distance self and the one 

buddha nature self, are both the self; that the present and the past and the future are all the

self.  

In other words, according to Buddhism, as I have been telling you, when the self, when 

the "I am" is first manifest, it doesn’t know yet.  All that it does is feel, sense, and that 

function of sensing develops each time subject and object separate and unify, and 

separate again.  That is another step in the development of that feeling, that distance.  

Finally, the distance manifests that is known as consciousness. 

 When it comes to "I am" selves, when it comes to distances, in Buddhism there is a way 

to categorize them into two broad categories.  Those distances that no matter how many 

times subject and object separate and unify again, never develop consciousness. Always, 

they only do feeling.  And those distances which do develop consciousness.

When we consider we human beings, we can see that when it comes to the consciousness 

that we human beings manifest, there are many different kinds.  We can discriminate 

many differences and we can see that some human beings, although they have the shape 

of human beings, never come to manifest consciousness.  The human world is the world 

in which we manifest the consciousness that discriminates about each other, and through 

manifesting that kind of consciousness, which is aware of differences, we are aware that 

one of the differences is that some people never manifest the consciousness that can 

recognize differences.  So, you can see just how dangerous the human world is. This is a 

subject that I don’t want to get into too deeply here, but for now, I want you to clearly 

receive simply this: that among human beings there are ones who do develop 

consciousness and there are ones who really, truly, absolutely, don’t develop 
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consciousness.  

Everyone goes around saying, “human being, human being, we are all human beings.”  

But to say it bluntly, we have to recognize that there are the really dumb ones and the 

intelligent ones.  And the tendency is for the intelligent ones to use the stupid ones, the 

stupid ones to lead their whole entire lives being used, but again this is a whole difficult 

subject that I don’t want to get into too much here.  It would be enough if you could only 

clearly understand simply that there are, broadly speaking, two kinds of people: the ones 

who develop consciousness and the ones who do not.

   When it comes to the heart activity, as I have told you so many times, over and over, 

when tatha-gata and tatha-agata unify, that is the state of perfect heart. When they 

separate, then a distance is manifest.  It is also taught that it is the nature of that distance 

to develop into the perfect heart activity.  

According to Tathagata Zen, it is inevitable for human beings who have developed 

consciousness to come to develop the kind of distance, the kind of consciousness which 

does manifest the state of samadhi, the state of perfect heart, the state of one buddha 

nature.  And. in doing so, they will come to know what the perfect self is, and what the 

imperfect self is.  

When the present moment distance self manifests the condition of the perfect heart, then 

Buddhism teaches, that because the state of perfection is manifest, that that "I am" 

distance self has vanished at the very same moment as mother and father also vanish.  

That is the manifestation of Dharmakaya, the manifestation of true love.  

Besides the manifestation of true love, there is nothing that we can call the real thing, the 

authentic thing.  We should really understand this by now. This is what is known as, the 

ultimately large, one buddha nature.  That manifestation of the ultimately large samadhi, 

ultimately large one buddha nature isn’t fixated.  Again, it will break open, and then and 

"I am" appears.  And when that happens, the sort of consciousness is manifest that is 

amazed, astonished, noticing “There is no ultimately large buddha nature apart from 

distances, separate from the "I am". All inside and all outside are myself.  There is 

nothing that is not myself. There is nothing that is separate from myself.”  This kind of 

consciousness of amazement, astonishment manifests, this kind of consciousness is 

manifest after the experience of one true nature, of true love.  
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What about this wisdom that knows true love?   According to the teaching of Buddhism, 

the wisdom that knows true love is manifest when consciousness is manifest after the 

manifestation of true love, itself.  All the world of the outside, all the world of the inside 

is all myself.  Tathagata Zen says that when this sort of consciousness that knows, “ 

There is nothing other, there is nothing that is not I.  There is nothing inside, nothing 

outside that is not myself, when this sort of consciousness is manifest, then there is 

nothing to do but cry.”  

Since I have come to America, all these forty years, there has only been one student who 

I have seen cry these tears of realizing that there is nothing that is not I.  If you manifest 

true love and you don’t cry, you are no good.   

 I know that I have talking about all sorts of different things, but what I am hoping that 

you come to understand what one true nature, one buddha nature, the manifestation of 

true –

love really is, by coming to manifest it yourself.  In the beginning nobody understands a 

thing, and I try this and that, and any old thing to try to teach you something, but after 

five or six years, you must get serious, you must become earnest and give a correct 

answer. 

Traditionally, in Tathagata Zen it has always been said that ordinary folks don’t really 

need to try to study such a difficult thing as Tathagata Zen, just the leaders should study 

it. Buddhism is the teaching of compassion, however, so it is also taught that everybody 

should study Zen, even everybody of any religion, should study Zen.  

The time is running out and so I have to hurry up to get to the part of the text which says 

sofubokunoseirei “spirits that cling to bushes and grasses.”  What it is saying is that, if 

you can’t manifest true love then you are just like a ghost.  Where is my home, where is 

my food?”  Someone who is manifesting in this way is just like a ghost, not knowing 

where home or food are.  There are probably literally tens of thousands of people in that 

condition in America now. And we can’t ignore them; we have to try to rescue them, 

because they are also our selves.  There is nothing that is not ourselves.  It is not 

Buddhism unless we rescue those ghosts, save those ghosts, too.  This is really what 

Mumon is saying.  He is saying that if we cannot manifest the wisdom which knows who 

is it that knows the manifestation of true love, the manifestation of samadhi, the 
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manifestation of one buddha nature, and knows that there is nothing that is not the self, 

then we are just like a ghost. 

I’ve had times when I was manifesting as a ghost, but I was saved from those times, and 

now I am living together with you folks and I don’t have to worry about food provided.  I

don’t have to worry about a place to live.  It is here.  

Mumon is saying that it is due to the practice of manifesting the wisdom that knows one 

buddha nature, one true nature, samadhi, that we can live together.  He is saying that 

because one passes through the barrier of the patriarchs, one is able to live, not as a 

gypsy, one is able to live, not as a homeless friend. 

Mumon calls it the barrier of the patriarchs, but I have been telling you, this barrier was 

not made by the patriarchs. It is the heart activity, itself, which alternately makes the 

barrier and dissolves the barrier, again and again.  But, Master Mumon does call it the 

barrier of the patriarchs.  What kind of barrier?  It is the barrier of mu.  

  Mu is not in any way, some barrier that Master Joshu made.  Long before Joshu, 

according to the transmission within Tathagata Zen, Siddhartha, born into the Shakya 

tribe, had the experience of muni ,sacred silence.  I don’t know Sanskrit, that well, so 

when I talk about muni, I say it muni, but maybe the true pronunciation is something 

more like moonie, or something. I don’t know, but in any case, Shakya, born into the 

Shakya tribe, experienced muni and was therefore called Shakyamuni and maybe we can 

say that the Muof Joshu, the nothingness of Joshu, is the translation of muni.  In any case,

Joshu is taking up the muni that Shakyamuni experienced.  

Tathagata Zen went to China and the Chinese people didn’t understand anything about it, 

and it is quite clear that they just made it more and more difficult.  It can be thought, “ 

Couldn’t they have figured out a way to teach it more straight forwardly?”  But actually, 

no matter how you try to think about it, there is no better way of thinking about it then 

these Chinese patriarchs came up with.  

 It is the heart activity, itself, that makes this barrier of the patriarchs, nothing else other, 

outside of it.   The barrier of the patriarch is what Mumon is telling us is mu, itself, 

nothing other than that.  Considering this, we go all the way back to the beginning of 

Buddhism and Shakyamuni’s experience of muni, and we see that it is the experience of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata having become one.  
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The muni Shakyamuni experienced, according to Buddhism, is the experience of 

emptiness.  Of course the activity of emptiness is when plus and minus totally become 

one and there is no "I am" left.  The barrier that Master Mumon is talking about is this 

condition which manifests when the "I am" is gone.  It is the activity of emptiness.  When

Joshu said mu, he was talking about this activity of emptiness that has no "I am” in it.  If 

you are a student of Tathagata Zen you have to understand this.  That mu, that emptiness, 

is the manifestation of samadhi.

 Of course it is the manifestation of true love.  If you are a student of Tathagata Zen, you 

have to become a worshipper of samadhi.  If you do not become a worshipper of true 

love, then you can’t call yourself a Zen student.  If you think that emptiness, that mu, 

nothingness, just means, ”there is nothing there,” like a vacuum, that is a big mistake.  

Nothingness, emptiness, one buddha nature, they are all the manifestation of true love.  

None exists other than in manifesting true love. 

I’m sorry I have become disgusted with talking.  Maybe I can blame it on the weather, 

but that is all for today. 

The End
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